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Info
Kunstgezind  X The Canvas by Querencia Antwerp presents
Jarge Ignacio Vargas-ramos

(Ambato, Ecuador - 1978)

Jorge Ignacio Vargas Ramos or “Nacho” is a contemporary artist 
based in Mechelen.
He has been passionate about art ever since he received an Art 
History encyclopedia from his mother as a birthday present at the 
age of eleven. It was the beginning of a vehement admiration 
for the great classical masters, such as Van Eyck, Caravaggio and 
Velasquez.

A design and art student in his native country, he moves to 
Belgium at the age of 20. During different trips through Europe he 
could finally contemplate the works of the idols of his childhood 
and adolescence, and his admiration for them grew even more.
After a brief passage through the LUCA School of Arts in Brussels 
(Sint-Lukas Brussel), he enrolls at the Mechelen Academy of Art in 
2007, where he soon stands out for his perception of reality and 
his technique.

His style can be defined as Post-Realism, mixing different 
techniques and materials such as acrylics and oil paint. The latter 
will become his favorite, due to the versatility and the brilliance of 
its colours. 

Nacho has exhibited his work on different occasions. His latest 
collection “People of Late Capitalism” is a series of paintings in 
which, as a protest, he holds up a mirror to present-day society, in 
which the current baseness and absurdism are amplified and held 
in disdain in a raw and uncompromising way.

All prices are inclusive V.A.T.



KUNSTGEZIND

Making the art world accessible to artists and art lovers. Kunstgezind is a professional organisation that supports a 
diverse community of artists in various challenges.
They build sustainable relationships with partners and art lovers to enable sales, experience and exposure for their 
community. Ensuring quality and personal service.

Do you see something you like? Or are you thinking of a comissiond artpiece?
Contact us kunstgezind@gmail.com
More art this way             @Kunstgezind 

THE CANVAS BY QUERENCIA ANTWERP

The Canvas by Querencia Antwerp, an international marketplace for brands focused on ethical and transparent 
supply chains and processes. Each of them address at least one of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development 
Goals in the way they conduct their business.

Contact us info@thecanvas.nyc
More Fashion?           @Thecanvasbyq.antwerp 



Te mato por un peso, perro 
Mixed media on paper
30 x 42 cm
-, 500 EUR incl. kader

Artworks by 
Jorge Ignacio Vargas-ramos

Achterban 
Mixed media on paper 
30 x 42 cm
-, 500 EUR incl. kader



Toy Guns
Mixed media on paper 
30 x 42 cm
-, 500 EUR incl. kader

Mother Trumper
Oil on paper 
42 x 30 cm
-, 500 EUR incl. kader

Also available in A3-sized print
-, 55 EUR incl. VAT excl. shipping


